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 READ for Safe Operation 
AccuGlide Tilt Table 

 

Lock table prior to loading slab 
 

Before releasing slab from lifting device, attach 

Safety Strap tight against slab 
 

Always balance load at or above center line before   

tilting table  
 

Always secure slab or cut pieces with safety strap 

before tilting up or down 
 

Make Sure Counter Tensioners are clipped in place   

before tilting 
 

Use six Counter Tensioners for large slabs over 

600lbs 
 

Never tilt more than one slab at a time 
 

Secure Adjustable Leg immediately after tilting     

table to horizontal position 
 

Always practice safe slab handling techniques 

 Toll Free Support: 888-742-0358 
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Loading Tilt Table 

3 4 

1) Secure Table Lock 

 

2) Lower slab onto Slab Stakes— keeping the 

slab tight against the table. Keep tension on 

the lifting device—DO NOT REMOVE 

until Safety Strap is in place.  

1 

3) Connect Safety Strap—Pull short straps across slab and connect cinch strap to the rings 
 

4) Remove lifting device from slab and lower slab against the table. IMPORTANT- Position 

hands between concrete sub top slats so they stay clear while setting slab against table. 

 

Keep the slab tight 

against the table 

Keep feet clear of 

slab at all times 

Keep tension on lifter 2 
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5 6 5) Cinch down Safety Strap  

6) For slabs over 600 lbs, snap two addi-

tional Counter Tensioner (total of six) 

onto the middle eye bolts (Example:  

Medium to large 3cm or thicker 

slabs) 

7) Unlock the table and lower (refer to 

TIP below)  

8)  Flip down the leg and lock into place. 

Crank the handle until the table is 

sloped toward the opposite end. 

7 

TIP– A large slab may require some force to get the table moving. Place your 

hand as high on the handle as you can reach and place your foot on the right cor-

ner of the table. Give the table a kick and a pull at the same time. Once the table 

is moving it will lay down effortlessly requiring only  minimum force to soften 

the landing. Note—Keep four counter tensioners clipped in place at all times 

8 

After tilting table to horizontal  posi-

tion, always  place the adjustable leg 

and pin securely. 

 A  B 

A) Grease pivot point twice a year 

 

B) When needed, at the end of the day, wash 

off the table and trowel in the cut grooves 

on the cement sub-top with sanded thin set 

(mixed with acrylic). The next morning, 

quickly strike off any excess or high spots 

with a cinder block or brick. AVOID re-

placing cement strips. Doing so will dam-

age the top and will take more time than 

regular filling maintenance. 

MAINTENANCE 

Maintaining  

Cement Sub-top 

Lowering Table 
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Slab Stakes 

Center Line 

Countertop Pegs 

Safety Strap 

IMPORTANT— Always balance load at or above center line before tilting 
Your AccuGlide Tilt Table is designed for  multiple stone positions enabling easy loading and unloading. It is very important to 
follow the simple guidelines below when offloading countertop pieces after cutting or when loading or unloading a single 
countertop, island or small slab. By balancing the stone at or above the centerline, one man can tilt a loaded table. If the table 
is loaded improperly, as depicted below, the table will be very difficult for one person to control and a large  island 
or small slab will be nearly impossible to tilt.  

Balanced Table Loading & Unloading 

Counter Top 

Pieces 

Place the Counter-
top Pegs in the 
lower of the two po-
sitions to  
load or offload a 
single countertop.  

Islands or        

Small Slabs 

Place the Countertop 
Pegs in the lower posi-
tion to balance the load 
of a small slab or island. 

Unloading a cut slab 

After cutting the slab the 

stone can be tilted and off-

loaded in a convenient verti-

cal position. Remember to 

ALWAYS SECURE 

SAFETY STRAP when tilt-

ing multiple pieces. Make 

sure the stone is centered on 

the countertop pegs and only 

two pieces of stone are tilted 

(remove any backsplash 

pieces etc). 

 Toll Free Support: 888-742-0358 


